Abstract

SUNY Binghamton's 2003 and 2012 surveys report the integration of research with a decade of physical changes on campus. Student satisfaction and success are linked, and students' satisfaction should align campus space decisions and best design practices. SUNY Binghamton's 2003 and 2012 surveys report the integration of research with a decade of physical changes on campus.

Lesson learned

- Innovative Technology Complex:
  - Science V (2012)
  - Chenango Room (2012)
- Lecture Halls—(2010-2012)
- Health Services Building (2009-2010)
- Bearcats Sports Complex
  - Baseball Stadium
  - Tennis Courts
  - Field Hockey Rink

Compare Space Design Qualities in SCUP Awards 2012 …and 2013

- Interactive learning
- Flexible classrooms
- Convenient bumps
- Adaptive renovation
- Community space
- Outdoor learning
- Ubiquitous technology
- Variety and transparency
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The Ohio State University Park-Stradley Hall with Sasaki
HEC Montréal Decelles Building
Renovation – Classrooms on the 3rd & 4th Floors with Provencher Roy
Cleveland State University Julka Hall
community space
University of Minnesota learning space
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Northern Kentucky University learning space with Goody Clancy
University of Washington West Campus
Housing – Phase I with Mahlum
University of Rhode Island learning labs with Payette and Carol R Johnson

Note: 2012 images from SCUP 47 proceedings: SCUP 2012 Excellence Awards Program. 2013 images from websites of named recipients.